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PUBLISHER’S NOTE 

It is not possible that a religious ideology among the world’s known 
ideologies borrows its educational system from another religion, or 
approaches its educational matters with the lay-down specifications of 
another ideology. It is therefore no news that the Islamic educational 
system is instituted upon the Islamic values, virtues, and principles.

Islam being a religion whose prophet is sent with precious morals 
and noble ethics, its educational system is not only a source of brilliant 
intellectualism and sound knowledge, but also a source of an outstanding 
self discipline and good morality, contrary to what is witnessed today from 
some educational systems that are devoid of morals, thereby causing more 
damages to the society than good.

For instance, the technological advancement in the construction 
of satellite dishes, which is one of the significant teaching aids of those 
systems, have succeeded in decaying the societal moral values, and 
ridiculing human status; killing his natural modesty, spoiling his virtues 
and subjecting him to being busy with alien thoughts and ideas.

Though the scientific advancement of the contemporary world might 
be seen to have brought about some positive changes to the present world, 
however, this advancement is considered barbaric because it is devoid of 
moral values. And that is in addition to the fact that it is planned to 
subdue other ideologies, by tyrannically taking over the wealth of the 
weak and crushing down the innocents.

This civilization is a product of a knowledge that does not have 
any religious and moral inclination. Though the knowledge might be 
seen beneficial in some regards, except that the true advancement and 
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civilization is a measure of its moral values and principles, which is lacking 
in this system, and any civilization or nation that its educational system 
is not practically instituted upon moral principles cannot survive test of 
ages regardless the level of its acclaimed development. It is however very 
disheartening to see some Muslim children today following the footsteps 
of the nations their Prophet () had forbidden for them tread.

Dakwah Corner Publications presents this series (Successful Family 
Upbringing), written by Prof. Dr. Abdul Karim Bakkar, an Islamic scholar 
in the field. The series assists Muslim families in good upbringing of their 
children, and in-turn assists to build good Islamic community raised on 
true Islamic tenets and ethics, making the children significant in their 
society. The series contains six booklets:

1.  Home Trajectory

This is the first part of the series. It discusses the important guidelines, 
principles, and concepts that assist the family in good upbringing of their 
children, and as well proffers solutions to the likely problems that might 
be encountered in the course.

2.  Child Upbringing

This part discusses ten essential guides to child upbringing.

3.  Family Interaction

This part talks about the ways of dialogue and approaching differences 
among the members of a family, as well as the ways of uniting them.

4.   The Adolescents

How to understand the stage, and how to attend to the problems it posses 
on both the male and female counterparts?
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5.  Children's Problems

How to diagnose and treat childhood problems in respect to the ten 
common problems that are faced by children.

6.   A Child Reads

This series contains all that has to do with a child and his family from 
birth to the different stages of his development, the problem he posses and 
their solutions, the way to provide sound education for him; ranging from 
general education, education by counseling, the Quranic way of teaching, 
social education, physical education, psychological and mental education, 
etc., and suggesting workable means of ammonizing between his cultures 
and societal influences.

This series therefore provides a golden opportunity for parents to learn 
how to raise their children Islamically. Since inception, the people of the 
other ideologies have never set a fair educational system that is free of 
remissness, dereliction, and self-interest. The similitude of their systems is 
like withered flowers, giving little or no fragrance, which could not be said 
to have once had a pleasant smell.

Moreover, a child is like a fragile rose that is affected by the changes in 
weather conditions, his nature, psychology and behavior are affected by 
any of remissness and over-pampering, which these books also proffer 
answer to.

We ask Allah to make this publication beneficial to the parents and 
the families at large, and reward the able author abundantly and whoever 
has contributed in one or the other to the success of this exercise.

To Allah belongs all success. 

Farid Ullah Ahmed Hussain
Dakwah Corner Publications



In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. May the peace and blessings 
of Allah be upon our noble Prophet Muhammad, his household, and all 
his companions; Amin.

I cannot hide my joy and happiness at this growing awareness among 
many people, of the importance of the family as the prime custodian for 
training the future generation, and as the main source of confidence, 
happiness and stability in the life of the individual.

It is a great thing for people to feel that we are facing a cultural invasion 
whose approach may be refined on the surface, but which is ruthless and 
frightful in its inner dimensions and consequences. It is also great that 
people feel they are responsible for protecting their children and preparing 
them for the future.  And that they are spending a lot of money and effort 
for that purpose. All this gladdens me and you too, but it is clear that we 
lack the understanding of the principles, methods, and means that will 
help us in carrying out our family responsibilities.

Certainly, many of us plan well for marital life, and spend much 
valuable effort to provide upkeep for our children, and a good environment 
for their comfort and growth, but those who seek proper knowledge on 
child education are still very few. And these would usually not seek the 
advice of professional counselors until a serious problem has happened 
in their homes, or they notice that their children are beginning to tend 
towards deviancy and go out of their control.

In this treatise, we wish to present certain concepts, tools, and 
methods that will help the family to establish communication among its 
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members; because next to Allah’s grace, it is communication that a family 
needs most to have mutual understanding, cohesion, and success. And we 
would be unfair to ourselves if we find our families disintegrating before 
our very eyes, when there are several books and experiences that should 
have helped us to protect and make our family happy and strong.

I have tried to add this piece to the literature available to parents on the 
subject of child upbringing. And because this work is addressed to a very 
wide audience, among whom are the educated and the semi-educated, I 
have ensured that my expressions are as simple as possible; even though 
expressing ideas that have philosophical content in very simple language 
can do some kind of injustice to their meaning. 

Nevertheless, the very limitations of human ability however much 
it is, make it impossible to write a book that would be suitable for all 
generations, times and categories of humans. This is why this attempt of 
ours is bound to still be imperfect; but sufficient it is that I have tried to 
aim clearly and closely as best I can. 

And Allah alone do we look up to and sought for help, from Him 
come guidance and grace, and on Him we must rely.

Prof. Dr. Abdul Karim Bakkar
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WHAT IS 
DIALOGUE?
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❝
❞

S ome people would be so surprised at this question as to say there is 
no house in which dialogue does not take place on a daily basis and 
on various matters. So why seek to establish what is already in place?

There is no doubt that many families dialogue over several matters and 
in an excellent manner; but these form a very tiny percentage.

Because people are of different natures, opinions, needs, tastes, and 
aspirations, divergence is bound to show in their interactions on many 
issues of life, which also makes conflicts and clashes of ideas inevitable. 
This makes it necessary to dialogue. 

However, people do not dialogue; what they actually do is  
argue, debate, and contest with one another.

Arguing and dialoguing have essentially the same meaning, which 
is to turn over an idea and pass it round. Someone says something and 
expresses his opinion about a matter, then his companion replies him and 
expresses a contrary opinion. The first person defends his opinion and 
points out the error in the other’s opinion, and so on.

When we argue, we are keen to hold on to our opinions and convince 
others to accept them. And to this end, we are prepared to shout or 
boycott our adversaries, some are even ready to insult them, quoting 
spurious evidences and citing as facts, unverified information and details. 
We would appear to be listening sometimes, but deep inside us we reject 
every bit of what is being said by our adversaries.

In summary, arguing is a kind of verbal battle, which is why Allah 
directed us to do it only in the best manner and with the best method, so 
that it can be beneficial and not turn into a means of igniting strife and 
abhorrence. 

In this regard Allah says, 
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❝ And argue not with the people of the Scripture (Jews and Christians) unless it 
be in (a way) that is better (with good words and in good manner, inviting them to 
Islamic Monotheism with His verses).❞  (Al-Ankabut: 46)

He also directed His Messenger to do the same saying, 

❝… and argue with them in a way that is better.❞  (An-Nahl: 125)

Argument is the natural thing that we are disposed to when we do 
not have enough knowledge, refinement of character, and patience. It is 
when we have reasonable amounts of these qualities that we can begin to 
dialogue.

Dialoguing involves pondering over an idea expressed by someone, and 
refuting it if unsatisfactory. It also involves negotiation of ideas. Through 
it, we get to know the differences of opinion that exist; but two important 
elements are always in it.

Firstly, in a dialogue there is less interest in convincing the other party 
to come to one’s opinion or idea since the objective is to gain correct 
awareness of a matter through the dialogue: I shed light for you on a dark 
spot you probably do not see, and you do the same for me. I learn from 
you and you learn from me. You propose something to me, and I do the 
same to you. I am quite free to accept or reject what you offer, and so are 
you free to accept or reject what I offer; so there is no need at all for us to 
hurt each other.

...
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Secondly, the parties in a dialogue possess two basic things. On the one 
hand, they have some knowledge concerning the matter in contention 
and the purpose of the dialogue about it. On the other hand, they possess 
good manners and a polished approach.

Through their awareness of the matter and their refined attitude, 
they can contribute to making the dialogue fruitful, sophisticated, and 
interesting at the same time.

I do know that providing an atmosphere that guarantees these qualities 
in a family set up can be difficult; because each of the parents thinks that 
they are responsible for the safety of their children and for guiding them. 
Just as they remember too that they have some authority that they can 
wield over them when necessary. This makes the dialogue of a parent with 
the children different from that with a colleague, a friend, or an adversary; 
but when we know the basic principles that should form the basis for a 
good and fruitful dialogue, that knowledge should help us to do the best 
that we can.

POINTS TO REMEMBER

 £ What happen in most homes are often not dialogue but arguments 
and a battle of words, no more. 
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 £ When we argue, our concern to convince our partners is usually so 
high that we do not mind raising the voice, boycotting the other 
party, or even attacking them. 

 £ Dialogue is a debate held with the best of manners. It means being 
eager to explain our personal views more than being keen on 
changing the other party’s view. 

 £ When we know well what ought to be the goal of a dialogue, then 
our dialogues will be more beneficial and far from being a paralyzed 
effort. 

 £ Dialogue itself is a testing ground for the manners of the parties 
participating in it. It reveals the level of their refinement. 

 £ Parents should forget during dialogues with their children that they 
have authority to wield over them.
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WHY DO WE NEED
TO DIALOGUE?
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A llah the Exalted has ordained that there be differences in opinions 
and tastes among His creation. Just as you almost cannot find 
two faces that are exactly identical, you also cannot find two 

individuals who are identical in their mentalities, feelings, and desires. 
This makes it a natural right for people to disagree with one another, be 
they young or old. And if it is a right to disagree, it must also be a duty to 
accept the right of another to be different. This is why Allah describes his 
pious servants as, 

❝ … and who (conduct) their affairs by mutual consultation, and who spend of 
what We have bestowed on them. ❞   (Ash-Shuraa: 38)

The concept of shura (mutual consultation) in Islam goes beyond 
being a concept to be applied only in the military or political spheres, or 
in the workplace or family environments alone, it is rather a way of life. 
The young one asks the older one and the older asks the younger, and both 
listen to each other and share advice, negotiate, and debate matters while 
trying to reach a common opinion. 

Rightly, this is the correct thing that we ought to see in all aspects 
of life. And perhaps I can explain the importance of dialogue among 
members of a family and the evils that accompany its neglect, thus:

1.  Child upbringing is an interaction between parents and their children. 
The more serious that interaction is emotionally, the more young ones get 
influenced by the one from whom they receive that education.

When a child can speak freely and ask his parents about things that he 
does not know, and when he finds it easy to talk frankly and sincerely 
about his aspirations and dreams, opinions, and problems, it is then a 
change can happen in his personality just as salt changes when in water. 
Through its interaction with water, salt acquires a new nature. Not only 
has it been affected by water when it dissolved in it, it has also affected 
water by making it salty from sweet.

...
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❝
❞

Through dialogue with his wife, a man acquires good understanding of 
many new matters. She also acquires from him; and so do the children 
acquire from interacting with their fathers and mothers, and with 
themselves. This is because a good dialogue offers an opportunity for 
interaction, while insistence on one’s view and keenness to overcome 
others and impose one’s opinion, impairs the relationship and makes 
narrow the chances of positively affecting and changing one another.

I have seen young men and young women who do not resemble their 
parents, neither in manners nor in their ideologies or the etiquette they 
observe; due to the chasm that exists between them and which makes 
them seem to live in two different worlds. And quite often would you hear 
someone say, Subhaanallaah (glory be to Allah), one would never have 
thought that so and so is the son of so and so.

2.  Education as has been said before is interaction and there can be no 
education without it. The purpose of education is to build the personality 
of a child and prepare him for life or as we sometimes put it, to “speed up 
his maturity” so that he can reap maximum benefit from his life.

Dialogue guarantees safe interaction and steady building of a child’s 
personality and makes him see the understanding, patience, and 
preparation that the battle of life requires.

When we dialogue with a child, we give him a feeling of equality. He 
becomes an individual who understands and bears responsibility for 
whatever he says. He defends his opinions and tries to weigh what he 
hears from others and looks into its acceptability. He can also oppose it 
and point out the defects in it. 

Verily, when we dialogue with a child, we do as the lioness does 
when it plays with its cubs and tries to train them in hunting. 

Just imagine what would be the feeling when a man of forty tells his son 
of ten years, “What do you think about the plan for the new family house 
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that we intend to build?” Or when a mature mother tells her daughter of 
just eleven years, “Come let’s make plans for the use of the television set 
in our home.” What would happen in such a situation?

The child, male or female, is bound to feel self-confident that he enjoys 
the respect of his parents, because he has been given the chance to express 
his opinion and desire, as well as to defend them. It is this which will 
spur him to respect others and try to help them develop self-confidence 
too.  Allah has created in the souls of young and old humans alike a high 
degree of nobility which often makes them want to pay back honour with 
honour, forgiveness with forgiveness, and patience with patience like it. 
We train children to become honourable individuals and to help others 
become honourable. In this way, the features of the society would change 
and it would become an honourable society of people.

Not only do children feel self-confident from our dialoguing with 
them, they also feel secure. For long have they committed mistakes, and 
criticized certain things happening around them, and for long have they 
kept things to themselves secretly; but when they are made to feel that 
they are mature and are invited to dialogue with their parents, they will 
feel safe and reassured. 

Imagine a child telling a peer, “Did your father know about what happened 
to us yesterday?” And the other answers, “What is apparent is that he did 
not; or else he would have discussed it with us when we were together in 
the morning.”

Establishing the culture of dialogue helps a child get over the traditional 
fear of opening a discussion on an unpleasant event. When this is absent 
or weak, mistakes and problems would pile up. This is why children dread 
lengthy sittings where the subject of discussion would be old and new 
matters concerning them, or what is entrenched as a habit of theirs or 
not, or what is agreed upon or differed on in their behavior. Continuous 
dialogue would help them get over all that fear.
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❝

❞

3.  Parents stand to gain a lot of benefits from dialoguing with their 
children, among which these two stand out: Firstly, it gives them 
insight into the aspirations of the children, their problems, and their 
understanding of matters; because children lack the ability to express such 
in a spontaneous manner, but this becomes possible in a dialogue. 

Consider the case of a girl who is going through two bitter experiences 
with her mates: One accuses her of being stupid while the other says she 
is selfish. A third one says she is ugly, and so on. This girl does not know 
how to deal with the situation and she fears that what they say about her 
should be true. If she opens a discussion with her father on the matter, he 
(the typical father who does not encourage dialogue) is likely to confirm 
the accusations of her mates with his attitude.

Another child, a boy, cannot assimilate what the mathematics teacher says 
and does his assignments poorly. He has been given a note from the school 
inviting his father for a discussion with the school authorities on his 
problem but he did not deliver it, so he lives in fear and worry. If dialogue 
with family members and frank talk with them had been entrenched 
according to basic principles, neither the boy nor the girl would bear this 
unnecessary pressure, as the family would have been able to solve these 
problems easily and quickly.

Correct education requires that the guardian knows the psyche, 
mentality, and concerns of his wards, and the best way to achieve 
this is to establish an open relationship with them through 
which they can express their worries with great ease.

Secondly, knowing the mental image that their children have formed 
of them, their home and family, and this is most important because 
prolonged clashes within the family have the potential of making each 
member form an impression in his brain about the others which may be 
incorrect. A boy thinks his father is stingy because he does not spend as 
much on him as the father of his friend, Ahmad, does on his own son 
though Ahmad’s father has a more humble job. A girl thinks that her 
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mother does not care for her as much as she cares for herself, because she 
is ever busy attending social functions and visiting friends rather than give 
attention to her daughter’s welfare.

Another boy, an adolescent, thinks that for the umpteenth time, his father 
has broken the promise to buy him a car if he did well in his studies. An 
adolescent girl thinks that her brothers trouble her aged father too much 
with unending demands, so much that she looks forward to when they 
will all get married and leave the home, and so on.

These suppositions and beliefs, regardless of whether they are real or 
not, weaken the interaction between members of a family and make the 
positive influence of the parents on their children very minimal.

No doubt that continuous dialogue between parents and children will 
encourage the children to say their minds freely, and this will enable the 
parents to know the impression that their children have of them. If these 
impressions are correct, even if negative, then they will have to change 
their conduct and begin a new phase in their life. If the impression is 
wrong, then they should try to correct it by making the children see the 
reality as it really is. And this is very important.

I think that many of us would be shocked to know how distorted our 
images are in the minds of their children.

4.  At no other time has dialogue among members of a family been more 
important than now, due to the enormous cultural invasion coming from 
the West, and which has spared no home. In the past, children were more 
strongly loyal to local values and traditions. The challenges then were 
fewer, as were the choices open to children to express their worries; but 
everything has changed today and we have indeed gotten into a bottleneck 
situation, with the hot competition between us and the various forms of 
media. 

If we fail to establish communication with our children and they fail to 
do so with us, we shall then unwittingly hand them over to the current 
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❝

❞

sweeping through the society and which is neither based on knowledge 
nor is it rightly guided.

More dangerous than this is to hand them over to the powerful media 
which is ever striving to entrench Western culture in our society, and 
change the aspirations of our children, their manners, and their perspective 
of things generally.

Young ones cannot differentiate reality from fiction and they tend to be 
under illusion, which can make them susceptible to continuous deception. 
And sometimes, that deception has no end.

The needs of our children today are likable to those of a person whose 
vehicle ran out of fuel in a far away desert. Their needs are no less than the 
needs of such a person for help from another vehicle that comes by at that 
crucial time. They need help as badly as he needs to be bailed out with fuel 
before he loses hope in life.

Many adolescents have lost hope in their families connecting to them, and 
they have therefore found people to whom they can bare their problems; 
and they have found it on the internet. It is not unknown to any one of 
us today that we have tens of thousands of girls who have indulged in 
spurious relationships with young men, and a similar number is coming 
along the way.

The cause of all this is the emotional gap that exists between 
them and adults, and the absence of families that ought to 
guide, assist and provide happiness.

Another group of young boys and girls find solace in friends. 
Communication among these have increased manifold, not through 
visits to the homes of one another, but through cafes, restaurants, parks, 
and many other places. At these places, they find what they miss in their 
families of listening ears, show of compassion, and trying to understand; 
but they find there also, someone ready to teach them smoking, the use 
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of hard drugs, and someone to expose them to pornographic films and 
immoral video clips and similar things.

There are lots of studies and opinion polls indicating that the boys and 
girls escape to the internet and to their friends due to the emotional void 
that we just discussed, and also due to the lack of listening ears, and breasts 
wide enough to offer them refuge from their problems and sorrows. There 
are many studies likewise showing that the deviancy of many children 
from respectable and religious homes was due to the bad company they 
kept, having met them when their families were unmindful.

I do not want to talk more about the importance of dialogue inside 
the family, but I do want to say this: The great majority of us are deficient 
with regard to maintaining communication with our children; and we all 
can do better in this area. The first step is to appreciate the importance of 
this matter. It is now time to take that step.

POINTS TO REMEMBER

 £ Allah created us with individual differences and we must acknowledge 
that. To acknowledge that we are naturally different, one must 
acknowledge the right of others to differ with one on certain matters.

 £ Education is interaction between parents and children, and just as we 
influence their personalities, we must also allow ours to be positively 
influenced by them.

Lack of FAMILY COMMUNICATION at home will 
lead to children seeking it from other sources 
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 £ When we dialogue with our children and seek their advice, we 
strengthen their self-confidence and also teach them to practice 
dialogue with others in all affairs of life.

 £ Communication with our children makes them feel secure from 
being asked to give unpleasant account of their behavior impromptu.

 £ From dialoguing with our children, we gain a lot of benefits, among 
which are understanding how they think and the problems they suffer 
as well as their impressions of us.

 £ Among the benefits of proper communication with children is 
protecting them from the destructive influence of the media.

 £ Studies have shown that the deviancy of children of many respectable 
families owes to their keeping bad company.
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WHY DO WE  
NOT INTERACT?
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T his question poses itself to us very strongly because judging by the 
importance of dialogue which we have mentioned, and the strong 
need for it, one cannot help wondering - and amazingly -, why it 

does not take place in many homes. However, understanding the reason 
behind a thing dispels all wonders about it, so goes the saying; and more 
so when there are more than twenty reasons for this. 

And the strongest of these reasons is the failure of parents to appreciate 
the importance of dialogue, or rather, their ignorance of the basics of 
proper child and family upbringing.

Many of us believe that their own parents and grandparents had 
brought them up the ideal way and therefore imitate all the ways and 
methods of their ancestors in child education; and they are wrong in this 
mainly in two ways:

Firstly, they are wrong to ascribe perfection to the methods used for them 
because not only were the grandparents ignorant of the correct methods of 
upbringing, there is also no such thing as a complete and perfect method 
that we must adopt and submit to.

Secondly, it is wrong of them to imagine that there is an educational 
method so good as to be fit for all generations. No doubt that in education, 
as in other disciplines, there are constant as well as variable facts. But this 
astonishing development of communication and the globalization means 
that we witnessed today have combined to make everything around us 
ever changing, and consequently, the variables in education methods have 
become larger. 

Perhaps I should shed some light here on the major reasons that make 
people neglect dialogue and almost reject it completely, hoping that this 
will help us to create awareness of them and then assist to overcome them.

1.  The preoccupation of both fathers and mothers, and the less time they 
spend at home these days when the needs of everyday life have increased 
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❝

❞

to a point that makes many people spend longer hours working outside 
the home. Sometimes, the wife goes out to work in the morning and the 
husband does so in the evening. And where anyone is apparently successful 
on his job, it often comes at the cost of spending indefinite hours at work, 
or having to travel a lot. He then pushes the burden of bringing up the 
children to his wife completely. And in all of these situations, the couple 
feels as if in a race with time; never having time for anything except what 
is extremely necessary.

Whoever keeps pace with developments on the internet or in family life 
magazines, will realise a growing increase in the complaints of housewives 
about their husbands getting too busy to give them or their children 
attention. I know a young man of thirty who has a small family and is 
truly successful in his job. This is a good thing, except that his job requires 
him to travel once or twice every week. He is truly very comfortable with 
the work environment; a beautiful and quiet workplace, equipped with 
gadgets of communication and everything needed to make sitting there 
comfortable and productive. This makes him come to work even on 
holidays, and he would sit there for lengthy hours even if what he is doing 
has nothing to do with the job. Why?

He says, “The place is calm and beautiful, it helps me to concentrate, 
think, research, read, and so on.”  

What he failed to say frankly is that he finds in it a hiding place 
from the noise of the children, the requests of his wife, and 
having to host friends and relatives at home. 

It is the wife who bears alone all the noise the children make, the things 
they throw around in the house, and add to this that she has to keep 
crucial appointments that she is often compelled to postpone, like seeing 
the dentist, visiting the library, or seeing family members.

Dialoguing with one’s wife and children and guiding them requires time, 
and sometimes it is really long time; but our friend in question, and others 
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like him, have neither long nor short time for such undertaking. For them, 
their jobs and succeeding in them, and their peace and tranquility are far 
more important than sitting with the family. 

The more successful anyone becomes, the more he tends to be engaged 
away from his wife and children, and he may not realise this until the 
police come to invite him to their office because one of his children is in 
their custody.

2.  Man is by his very nature and instinct, an economic being. This is why 
he would turn away naturally from any activity that does not promise him 
some reward or benefit, which means that it is very natural for a couple 
to disregard dialogue with themselves and with the children. It is very 
natural for the children too to turn away from dialoguing with them, 
because they feel that dialogue would be fruitless and amount to share is 
waste of time, and has the potential to unsettle temperaments.

Among the things that cause this feeling is disparity in educational levels 
between the husband and the wife, which is very common in our society. 
It is not uncommon to see a doctorate degree holder in a particular field 
whose wife is semi-illiterate. In a situation like this, dialogue would be 
inexistent between the couple or close to that; and if at all it exists, it 
would be on little issues or quite superficial.

It is difficult for a couple that fits this description to find a common 
basis for raising up their children properly and interacting with them 
meaningfully. And quite often does one hear a husband say, “When I’m 
talking to her about the West, she is talking about the East. When I attempt 
to dialogue with her, it is more like two deaf partners talking, because our 
understanding of issues, ways of reasoning, and even the appreciation of 
the basics regarding matters are quite different. Why stir up unnecessary 
squabble and waste our time then?”

At other times, what we see is the reverse of this. A young lady preparing 
for her doctorate is approached for marriage by a young man who holds 
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a graduate degree in engineering. She thinks he is educated, refined, and 
well-mannered but her father rejects him for just one reason; he thinks 
that the young man is not of an ancestry as noble as that of his daughter.  
He is therefore bent on marrying her daughter out to another young man 
who holds a secondary school certificate. And despite the fact that this 
man – according to the girl’s mother – spent seven good years to acquire 
that qualification, he has no regard for anybody, and is pessimistic about 
everything in life. He also cannot see anyone that knows anything better 
than him. Trouble began between them from the very first day. The young 
lady said, “Although the man has a lot of good qualities, his mentality is 
entirely different from mine and we are therefore in conflict virtually every 
day and about everything. Then gradually, we began to drift into silence 
whenever we are together, as that is the best means of maintaining the 
minimum level of love possible between us.”

This same scenario can be observed between parents and their children. A 
father who has very humble education may have children whose alertness 
is a pride among their peers and whose education is very high. It could 
also be the reverse, with a highly educated father having children who are 
averse to education. There are countless of young men and women in the 
Muslim world who did not complete elementary education in spite of 
being from educated families.

Knowledge determines a person’s concerns and criteria. It drives one in the 
direction of making specific observations about the characters of children 
and their relationships. 

When the education levels of members in a family are of too 
wide disparity, no common means of communicating ideas is 
found between them and consequently, dialogue cannot be 
established.

3.  The concepts and beliefs that some parents hold about education is 
responsible for the absence of dialogue in the family. It is obvious that if 
we were to go down the memory lane by a few steps, we would see that 
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in the past, fathers in particular had a tendency to unilaterally control 
the family and maintain a frightful, commanding presence whose orders 
must be obeyed and not questioned. We inherited these attitudes from 
our forebears so much that talking of dialogue with children becomes 
some kind of despicable condescension, or something.

Some fathers have turned the home into a kind of military barracks where 
talking with them must be by some hierarchy; the little ones can only 
talk with their older brother who would look for an appropriate time 
to present their requests to the father. This, thanks be to Allah, has now 
changed except in a few places.

If a father thinks that any kind of disagreement at all with his view, by the 
wife or the children, is actually a slight on him, then we can understand 
why he would refuse any kind of dialogue. By a father’s general nature, 
dialogues are never far from some criticism or other of an idea, a character, 
a method, or a position that may be held by the guardian himself; but 
this disposition by the father is neither helpful to proper upbringing of 
children, nor is it expected of an honourable guardian and teacher. 

Here is our Prophet (), who, despite being divinely protected from 
falling into error, still permits his wives to negotiate some of their affairs 
with him.

It was reported that a woman debated a matter with ‘Umar () one day. Feeling 
irritated by that act, ‘Umar () said, “Women were not like this.” The woman 
replied that the Prophet’s wives used to negotiate matters with him. On hearing 
this, ‘Umar () put on his garment and headed for the house of Hafsah () 
where he asked her, “Did you use to debate matters with the Prophet ()?” She 
replied, “Yes, but if I had known that you would not like that, I would not have.”  
 (Tafseer of Al-Qurtubi, 18/179)

Certainly, protecting children from going astray requires of us some 
concession and perseverance in many situations. And the reward for this 
comes from Allah.
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4.  We can say that technological advancement has combined with the 
general improvement in the economical condition of our people these 
days, to weaken family ties and lessen the opportunities of dialogue 
and establishing family connection. This is because the advancement of 
telecommunications now provides for every member of the family the 
possibility of self-isolation from the rest of his family while connecting to 
the world outside it.

Enter into any home in any Arab city today and you will see forms of this 
isolation. Sometimes you will see an entire family seated in total silence 
before the television set to watch a film or a television serial. Then an hour 
or two later, each one of them remembers some duty or responsibility that 
he has to accomplish and jumps up hurrying to it without any opportunity 
to discuss with those around him.

In some other cases, every child has right in his room, all the means of 
connecting to the outside world; internet facility, mobile telephone, and 
television set. And these keep him busy, interacting with whoever he 
chooses among his friends and peers, people that he knows or complete 
strangers. Should the father, for any reason, ask them to converge for any 
matter, you would see them approach the gathering with much reluctance 
and near resentment. It is as if they feel that the gathering hinders them 
from continuing their various forms of personal enjoyment in isolation.

As to increased wealth, this has contributed to the distancing of parents 
from their children in a different way. Everyone of us can feel that we have 
been invaded by a gale of sensual pleasures, in the form of self-indulgence, 
entertainment, and satisfying whims of all types and by all means. And 
money has contributed the provision of the luxuries of having a driver 
that takes the children to school, a housemaid that does much of the wife’s 
household duties such as cleaning the house and preparing meals, and 
even the nanny who would sit with the children and take care of them, 
playing the roles of both the father and the mother. 
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As to the real father, he is too busy taking care of his investments in the 
morning, and enjoying the company of his friends in the evening, or he 
is possibly one of those who are always on a trip, having breakfast in one 
town, lunch in another, and supper in a third one.

This picture is not imaginary, it is real and in fact, the reality is worse 
than this sometimes for a section of the well-to-do. A study carried out 
in the United States of America once showed that the average child spent 
five hours per day in front of the television set when he would not have 
more than five minutes per day with his father. We may not have reached 
this stage yet, but many families are heading there already. It is necessary 
for this reason that before we begin the discussion of holding dialogues, 
interacting frankly, and showing mutual understanding among members 
of a family, we first need to create room for sitting together at one of the 
meals or one of the evenings.

5.  Some men are ignorant of the moral and educational responsibilities 
that come with the exercise of some of their legitimate rights in the family. 
For example, Allah permits a man to marry anything between two and four 
wives. In this there is much wisdom, solution to some puzzling questions 
and consideration for some special situations. Likewise, the Prophet () 
encourages procreating greatly as is well known. And no doubt that some 
men are given the grace (by Allah the Exalted) of maintaining fairness in 
relationship among their wives and among their children; but the question 
is: Are such men the majority or the minority?

A study shows a CHILD spends more hours 
WATCHING TELEVISION than SITTING WITH HIS FATHER
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I cannot generalise, and I am not conversant with the situation in all 
countries, but there are surely men who do not consider the responsibilities 
of establishing justice among wives, and providing them their rights 
accordingly; just as there are those who do not bother their heads with the 
thought of any responsibility to set aside time for sitting with ten or fifteen 
children. One of them only thinks of his personal carnal satisfaction and 
the fulfillment of his compelling desire for a change of taste and renewal 
more than anything else.

Some men have made something similar to combat fields of the houses of 
their wives. They move from one battle to another, and from one squabble 
to another, and their children feel so much disrespect for them on account 
of what they have been told by their mothers in regards to their father’s 
unfair treatment for them (the mothers), the neglect they have suffered, 
and their favouring of some wives over others, and the children of some 
wives over those of others. It is only natural that in an atmosphere that 
is so poisoned with tale bearing and backbiting, injustice, maltreatment, 
and improper conduct, there cannot be any chance for dialogue and 
connection of family members on the basis of love between parents and 
their children. This is unfortunately what we see in many Muslim homes 
and families.

If anyone of us finds that his family is denied the honour of having 
dialogue and mutual connection of members, let him seek for the causes 
of that condition. 

And if he cannot find the causes, let him go on to first establish 
with his wife some understanding on what needs be done to 
improve the family atmosphere and prepare it for renewed life.

Then next, let him strengthen his relationship with his older children and 
ask for their help in arranging family sittings, and in filling them with 
good feelings towards one another, mercy, care, and the highest degree of 
mutual understanding and connection. 
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POINTS TO REMEMBER:

 £ The reason dialogue does not happen in many families is that some 
fathers have been influenced by the way they were brought up in the 
past where dialogue was virtually non-existent.

 £ Preoccupation of parents with work outside the home denies them 
the time needed for dialogue with the children.

 £ Disparity in educational levels between a couple makes them think 
that dialogue would be fruitless and so they discuss less.

 £ Some fathers consider dialoguing with their children is some sort of 
condescension and fear that it would make them lose clout.

 £ The instruments of play and amusement have combined with wealth 
to weaken family bonds.

 £ A study in the United States of America showed that a child sits close 
to five hours per day in front of the television when he only sits with 
his father for five minutes per day.
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T he answer to this question is the most important thing in this 
treatise because many of us now realise that a new method must be 
employed in training children and interacting with them. Many 

now believe more in holding consultations in family life, and in dialogues 
and negotiations; but because they lack proper knowledge and expertise 
regarding the principles and morals to be observed in doing this, their 
attempts at holding dialogue often end with quarrels, arguments and 
divergence of views. 

This is why you would all recall many situations in which the wisest 
person in a family would say, “I hope we do not discuss this topic any 
further for now, so that nerves are not frayed or we end up disagreeing and 
each one of us gets up and goes into his room.”

What needs be said in this regard is very, very much; but because I am 
determined to be brief, I will summarize it thus:

PROVIDING THE RIGHT ATMOSPHERE FOR DIALOGUE

Dialogue is the interaction of souls before it can be the interaction of brains.  
And dialogue within a family is much more difficult than that between 
two mates at school or two men negotiating a business transaction. The 
reasons for this difficulty are many, among which is the fact that the home 
is a place for spontaneous behavior where the parties to the dialogue know 
one another very well with each one having formed what appears to be the 
final opinion about every other person.

The father knows his son’s aspirations as well as his weak points, and 
having tried unsuccessfully to help him several times before now, he 
cannot see why he should dialogue with him. The mother also thinks that 
her husband has passed a decree on a matter, and knowing him well that 
he does not reverse his decisions easily, she thinks that dialogue with him 
will only raise tension and bring no benefit.
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And more important than this is the wrong feeling that when fathers 
and mothers dialogue with their children, they have stooped for them, 
whereas the general attitude is to consider elders as wiser and better 
informed about what is good for the children. It is just natural therefore 
that the duty of fathers with such an outlook would just be to issue orders 
and directions and expect the children to obey.

From this perspective, making a family dialogue successful and 
fruitful would require a special kind of environment. And providing that 
environment requires commitment, patience and intelligence, and above 
all that, compassion and mercy. One wonders then, what can be done in 
this regard?

1.  When family members sit down to dialogue, it is important for them 
to make their first goal, which is to strengthen the noble feeling of love that 
they mutually share, and to improve the connection of souls that binds 
them. This is most important for the success of the dialogue, and only 
next to it comes the problem for which the dialogue is being held. What 
this means is to emphasize the fact, rather than making the achievement 
of specific results the goal of the sitting. What is more worthy of focus 
is improving the bond between members of the family, fostering their 
mutual compassion and the degree of their mutual trust.

When some parents dialogue with their children, it is like a dialogue 
between enemies or rival companies competing to send each other out of 
the market. This only harms the relationship within the family without 
any benefit.

2.  Fruitful dialogue requires a calm atmosphere and the psychological 
readiness of all parties in it. What is seen often is when a mother disagrees 
with one of her children for example, she would then hurriedly summon 
her husband and eldest son to an emergency meeting to resolve the crisis, 
or when a father gets some bad information about one of his children, he 
would call the mother for an investigative meeting with the child.
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And sometimes, a husband comes home mentally and physically exhausted, 
then his wife welcomes him with a list of urgent needs or complaint about 
the conduct of one of the children, or protest for a family need she had 
requested long ago which had still not been met like, say, filling the gas 
can, providing vegetable oil or table salt, the absence of which now hinders 
her cooking. Little does she realise that the state of mind of her husband 
is inadequate for any dialogue or resolution of conflict or providing any 
request. The result is bound to be negative without any problem being 
resolved.

When people dialogue while in a state of exhaustion, boredom 
or fear, the ideas put forward often tend to be pessimism and 
rigidity and an air of rejection, despair, and nonchalance 
permeates the sitting and its outcome.

Parents should seek a time when all members would be in a state of repose 
and vigor, when they would not be under the pressure of appointments or 
assignments. And it is a good thing for the mother to surprise the sitting 
with some delicious dish during or after the dialogue as a side attraction. 
This would endear the sitting to little members of the family as they would 
always look forward to those entertaining and enjoyable aspects of it.

Some families, due to time constraint, would choose to hold a heated 
dialogue at the table over lunch or supper, and the result would be that a 
member abandons his meal and gets up, angered by something someone 
said.

Meal time is time for happiness and asking about one another’s health and 
work, and sharing good news rather than treating problems.

3.  Holding a dialogue in the family means acknowledging the fact that 
all members, young and old, are entitled to their individual opinions 
about matters. This must be complemented with the expectation that the 
dialogue may not necessarily lead to agreement of views. It means therefore 
that fathers should only talk and conduct themselves at such sittings in 
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a manner that suggests equality of the participating members. This is 
necessary both to ensure the success of the discussion, and to encourage 
children to express their minds. It will also boost their self confidence.

I know that this would be very heavy burden for some to bear, but who 
ever said that the burden of good upbringing of our children would be 
light? If we recognize the dialogue among members of the family as a 
dialogue among equals, then we must avoid certain expressions, like:

 £ “By your age and lack of experience, you aren’t qualified to talk about 
this topic.”

 £ “Your suggestion is trivial and silly, and it can’t be used.”

 £ “This question of yours suggests that dialoguing with you will be 
futile.”

 £ “I’ve told you more than once, be courteous in your speech!”

We avoid such expressions when discussing with adults like ourselves. We 
must avoid them with our children too. Of course one does not intend 
to disregard the position of a father or to contest the right of parents to 
guide, direct and discipline their children, which is their duty; but what 
I am saying here is that for every setting, there is an appropriate saying. 
And the setting for a dialogue is one of mutual consultation, negotiation, 
and expression of warm feelings, not one for heaping insults and reproach.

4.  Since there are little ones as well as adults among the members, the 
dialogue cannot be without some tension, which the adults must try to 
minimize by introducing some touch of light relief and humour; this 
must be, if we want the dialogue to succeed. And it has to be encouraged 
to continue before we can expect success. 

Some of the ways to achieve this are:
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 £ Praising any good idea suggested by a member, whether he is young 
or old by saying something like, 

 l “This is a great idea!”
 l  “That is a good suggestion!” 
 l “What a thoughtful observation!”
 l “That’s a practical supposition!” 

Or something like, 

 l “Thank you for your magnanimous heart.” 
 l “Your patience with me was wonderful, though I talked a lot.” 
 l “I admire your power of self-expression.”

 £ Starting and ending the sitting with interesting anecdotes from some 
members.

 £ Giving little ones of three, four or more years the chance to say 
something too and amuse everyone with their childish talk and 
strange suggestions.

 £ Sharing amusing stories where a member tells the rest of how he got 
himself involved in some funny scene that showed his ignorance of 
some facts, faintness of wit, love for food, or misunderstanding of 
something he thought he knew well, etc.

 £ Calling some of the children by loveable nicknames like “Come on oh 
Sibawayh.” “Here comes the great Ibnu Sina.” “Let’s hear your voice 
Mr. Wisdom.” And the like.

All this would spread joy among the members in a special way as people 
are naturally attracted to whoever makes them laugh.

5.  The choice of venue for the meeting also has such an effect on its success 
that is unequalled by anything except perhaps the raptness of attention 
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paid by members to one another in the course of the dialogue. And it is 
well known that open places like amusement parks hinder concentration 
on what is being discussed as much as noise distracts attention. The best 
is to choose calm and closed places; and it would not be a bad idea for 
whoever heads the sitting – and this may be one of the sons – to say at the 
start “I request that the TV be turned off, and that no one responds to a 
phone call while this meeting lasts as we need full concentration on what 
is being said here.”

6.  The last suggestion regarding the conduciveness of the environment 
for dialogue has to do with taking great care to ensure that the dialogue 
does not turn into an argument. This is a most difficult thing to achieve, 
not only for families, but even for educated adults; but we must try our 
best.

As I said before, dialogue must be based on mutual respect and its language 
must be polished and accompanied by calmness of nerves. When dialogue 
loses these qualities, it turns into an argument, and some of the signs are:

 £ When someone repeats again and again the evidence that he had 
quoted, with the others retorting by quoting the opposing arguments.

 £ Raising the voice, boycotting the speaker and attacking him.

 £ Lowering the level of tact, civility, and propriety observed in 
conversation.

 £ The tendency of elders to use language that is inimical to the spirit 
dialogue, like when someone says to his son, “Use the vehicle without 
my permission if you’re a man, then you’ll see what I’ll do to you.”

 £ When someone asks and seeks to know what is not obvious, “I want 
to know who was with you after supper, and what were you doing for 
all that time?”
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 £ When someone issues threats of punishment like, “You’ll get no 
allowance for a month if you don’t improve your performance at 
school in the next few days.”

 £ When someone makes definite judgments like, “You can’t make an A 
grade.” Or, “You can’t be polite with your parents.”

Making the dialogue environment ideal requires a great deal of a special 
quality, patience.

As children grow, they require longer time to dialogue with and 
when they reach adolescence, their concerns and proposals 
become more complex. 

Consequently, understanding them needs more time as it gets more 
difficult. Allah is the one to count on at all times.

We really cannot say that we are discussing in a good and fruitful 
manner until we have in place someone to direct and regulate the 
discussion, and he must be vested with the power to stop it when he 
deems necessary. Therefore, even when the dialogue is between parents 
and their children, the important thing is for all members to know who 
directs it. Such a person should also determine how much time each 
participant takes to talk.

It is natural of course for the father or the mother to direct such a 
sitting, but it is quite good practice to ask one of the children to do so as 
training for them too; and all family members may do so by turns. Some 
wise fathers sometimes choose the most troublesome of the children do 
this, or the one that believes least in dialogue; and it helps as that person 
feels that he or she is personally responsible for the success of the dialogue 
and strives to make it a success by reminding the others of their duties.

We do not only seek to solve problems through dialogue, neither do 
we only seek to produce good children through education and guidance. 
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Beyond that, we desire to produce good children who will be good fathers 
and mothers in the future. This requires that we talk to them as mature 
adults; and that we treat them as friends and colleagues or participants 
in some negotiation intended to be successful. It is this which will make 
them treat their own children too as mature and respectable adults in the 
future. 

The general principle here is: If you want a person to be 
respectable, and to treat you and others as respectable people, 
then treat him so too. No matter how little you think he deserves 
such good treatment.

Here are a few observations regarding managing family dialogues:

1.  If you are made the head of a family sitting, start by agreeing with 
them on the terms: Remind them that though you may be the youngest 
of them all, proper direction of affairs at the sitting would necessitate 
your being in control as though you were the sole expert in charge, and 
that you would need their cooperation, and that whoever has observations 
regarding your leadership style would be welcome to make them after the 
dialogue.

2.  It is important that the duration of the sitting be fixed from the onset; 
and especially if there are children of less than ten years, then it should 
not exceed thirty minutes. It is also wise not to discuss more than a single 
topic at a sitting, so that confusion does not set in, and so that failure to 
reach an agreement on one issue does not affect another.

The family must agree on what to discuss and investigate thoroughly, and 
part of the duties of whoever heads the sitting is to ensure that discussions 
do not veer into extraneous issues. Suppose the family sits to investigate 
why a family member failed in mathematics and how to help him, then 
the eldest brother begins to criticize the school and its management or 
style of teaching, that would be of no benefit and outside the topic of 
discussion. And if we were to take note of the discussions that we normally 
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hold, we would find that 40% of them are of this nature, falling out of 
topic. It is the duty of the leader to ensure that time is economized to the 
best possible level.

3.  Equal amounts of time should be given to members to express their 
opinions, five minutes for example; but if the sitting is held to look into 
the problem of one of the children, then that particular child should be 
given more time to express himself and clear all dark areas. After the first 
round of talks, it is good practice to give each member another two to 
three minutes to clarify his points better, and perhaps respond to the views 
expressed by other members especially where they may oppose his.

4.  It is also good practice for the leader to highlight jointly agreed points 
in the beginning of the sitting so that no time is wasted on them. We 
observe unfortunately both at the family and the general level that people 
would sometimes get up from a lengthy discussion only to hear one of 
them say, “Did I not say it? There is no difference between us at all!” Or, 
“Our differences are only superficial, and whether or not we agree, the 
result is the same!”

If such statements would come at the end of a sitting, then why 
did we have to shout at one another and whip up sentiments 
unnecessarily, destroying a sitting that could have been very 
interesting and enjoyable.

Here for example is a family that wants to buy a new house, and which 
has discussed its details at length among its members, but is yet to reach 
a concrete decision. The family then holds a sitting to finalize matters on 
it. The leader starts by saying, “I hope we will not discuss so and so details 
because they are matters that we have agreed on: The house will be in Ibaa 
quarters on a street not less than twenty meters wide, not farther than a 
hundred meters from the mosque. The building consists of two stories and 
we will not pay for it until the beginning of the school year.”

Such summarization of points that fall outside the topic of the day is 
important and useful in helping to focus the sitting on the current topic. 
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And where this was not done in the beginning for any reason, the leader 
can pause the discussion some fifteen minutes or so into it and say, “I 
understand that we all agree on so and so.” If they all answer in the 
affirmative, then he must not allow anyone to talk about it again.

5.  One of the most difficult responsibilities of heading a dialogue 
is getting the participants to believe in its benefit and that it would be 
fruitful, otherwise they would not treat the sitting and its topic with 
any seriousness. Some may even withdraw from the sitting from its very 
beginning saying, “Let me know whatever you people agree on and I will 
agree with you.” That is because he believes that the dialogue would be 
fruitless and they would not reach any conclusion.

Whoever heads a dialogue can make his presence felt and beneficial by 
paying attention to the points highlighted above, and by focusing on how 
the discussion is progressing, pointing out every new point agreed upon 
and commending every good idea suggested by a member.

6.  Quite often, the dialogue changes from being a family discussion to 
an argument between a father and a mother, or between two children, or 
between a girl and her mother while the rest of the family would keep 
quiet and await the end of the long quarrel. This could happen because a 
member criticized the opinion of another or attacked him somehow. It is 
the duty of the leader to minimize such occurrences as much as possible 
and some of the following tips would help him in this regard: He should 
not allow the parties in conflict to sit facing each other as this would 
increase their focus on the quarrel and stir their mutual outbursts. 

He may also forbid either of them to talk again until a special session is 
held between them both in the presence of one of the parents to resolve 
their conflict. Another thing he can do is to ask each one of them to look 
at him rather than face his adversary.

It is common for dialogue sitting to end with two persons in the family 
being in discord, which may last for long. A good leader can prevent this; 
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and if the leader happens to be one of the children and feels helpless, he 
should solicit the help of the parents.

Minimizing the heat in a discussion and ensuring that voices are 
kept low is always good; so if a member utters words that hurt 
a particular person, the leader must prevail on him to withdraw 
those words and apologize to the aggrieved person. Unless this 
can be done, it would not be wise sitting to hold a dialogue.

Sometimes, the children would accuse one another in jest, and although 
this often takes the form of a joke, it can sometimes be an indication of 
some serious things that the hearts harbor. A girl is accused by her family 
of being stingy and selfish. During a family sitting, her brother looks at 
her and says, “Praise be to Allah that we have no stingy nor selfish member 
in this family.  And all that is said about someone in this family being so, 
isn’t true at all.” 

What is most important here is the reaction of the girl herself: If she 
feels hurt, then the leader should compel her brother to apologize for his 
statement. Certainly, raising a discussion to that honourable level where it 
would free from vulgarity is the duty of all members of the sitting.

The leader should also appeal to members to raise the level of the discussion 
by avoiding unnecessary repetition and talking about insignificant matters.

7.  Clarity of ideas and expressions in a dialogue is an immense blessing. 
Children like to use expressions whose meanings and implications they do 
not fully comprehend; even some adults do this. It is therefore the duty 
of the leader to remind all that they must try to be clear in their use of 
language making sure they say exactly what they mean and mean exactly 
what they say. If a member of the family says for example, “The school 
of so and so is inadequate and does not pay good attention to teaching 
and guiding young girls, and we therefore should transfer her from it to 
another, the leader should seek to know what exactly that inadequacy 
means. Does he mean inadequacy when compared with other schools, 
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or that he has some independent yardstick of measuring performance. 
What does he mean by the school not guiding young girls and what is the 
evidence he has for that opinion about the school.

Take another example of a family sitting to determine why a particular 
member is often out of home and does not return until late at night. A 
member then says, “One of our relatives is responsible for that action 
of his, he prompts him to stay away from home and this will have evil 
consequences in the future.”

The father comes in here by asking, “Who is that relative of ours?” To 
which the boy replies, “I cannot mention his name as he may harm me, 
but he is a relative ours.” Here, the boy must be assured that nothing 
discussed at the sitting would ever leak out and that mentioning the name 
is crucial for solving the problem.

Quite often, we hear a boy say something like, “I don’t want my brother to 
revise his lessons with the neighbor’s son.” And when persuaded to explain 
the reason, he merely says, “He is too proud.” Or, “He doesn’t respect his 
parents, so I don’t want my little brother to sit with him.” But it soon 
became clear that this is not true of the boy.

When we engage in conversation, we express a lot of ideas 
through the use of a lot of words in language; but language is not 
perfect, add to this the inadequacy of its users and you would 
see why mistakes are bound to happen in the use of language. 

Additional clarification therefore, would help us to minimize ambiguities 
and misunderstanding.

8.  The second to the last observation on this issue of managing 
dialogues and the responsibilities of whoever directs a dialogue, has to 
do with members accusing one another. What is common in many of 
our discussions is to make accusations without proving them; so we 
often impugn people’s motives and intentions, acting contrary to Allah’s 
instruction for us:
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❝ O you who believe! Avoid much suspicion, indeed some suspicions are sins.❞ 
(Al-Hujurat:12)  

and 

❝ O you who believe! If a rebellious evil person comes to you with news, verify 
it, lest you harm people in ignorance, and afterwards you become regretful to what 
you have done. ❞  (Al-Hujurat: 6)

Imagine a situation where a boy says, “I did not steal my classmate’s pen, 
I’d only put it in my bag by error because I’d been absent-minded when 
I did so.” Then one of the older brothers retorts, “You lie. You did so 
knowing very well that it wasn’t yours.” In self-defense, the little boy 
repeats his statement and the older brother repeats his accusation. In a case 
like this, the leader has a duty to prevent the older brother from further 
embarrassing the little one since innocence and honour are assumed until 
the contrary can be proven. And when any member of the family says I did 
not mean this, or did not think that, or did not take note of something, he 
should be believed and the accusation against him be dropped.

People may not mind being accused of error in some of their ideas, but 
they feel humiliated and embarrassed when we accuse them in their very 
intentions and motives. We all must therefore avoid accusing people 
unless we have evidence to back up the accusation.

9.  The last observation is about bringing the dialogue to an end. This is 
a point of grave importance because the purpose of the discussion is to 
enlighten one another about the matter under discussion. And sometimes, 
the family dialogue aims at solving a particular problem or laying the 
basis for taking a particular decision. Quite often however, this objective 

...
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disappears and the dialogue changes from being an instrument of spiritual 
and ideological connection into one for insulting and humiliating one 
another, from a means of seeking to know the truth to one of contesting  
with others and seeking to overcome them and cast aspersion on their 
abilities.

When this happens, it is necessary to stop the discussion both as a 
logical reaction and as a requirement for maintaining mutual love, mercy 
and respect among family members. And the Prophet () has already 
discouraged us from continuing a debate once we feel it is veering off its 
correct course. He said, 

“I guarantee a house in Paradise for whoever withdraws from an argument even 
though he feels that he is right, and a house in the center of Paradise for whoever 
avoids lying even as a joke, and a house in the highest part of Paradise for whoever 
maintains good conduct.”    (Abu Daawud) 

It is wise in such situations to suspend whatever decision the debate would 
have been needed for, until a more appropriate time.

Some may wonder why this lengthy talk on how to hold dialogues. Do you 
want to turn the home into a cultural or a conference centre? And is this 
even possible given the widespread illiteracy and cultural backwardness of 
our people?

Yes. We do want our homes to be akin to cultural centers, and our 
dialogues to be given all the polish they need to be advanced and fruitful, 
and who else but us Muslims deserves this?

POINTS TO REMEMBER:

 £ Dialogue between members of the same family is more difficult than 
that between friends and colleagues for many reasons.

 £ The main aim of a dialogue must be to maintain the noble feelings 
that bind every member of the family to the rest.
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 £ A suitable time must be chosen for family dialogues if they are not to 
end up futile.

 £ When elders refer to young ones in derisive and disrespectful terms, 
they tend to be repelled from sitting with them.

 £ It is part of the duty of elders in the family to praise the good ideas of 
younger ones and to encourage their participation.

 £ We need to maintain constant efforts to prevent the dialogue from 
turning into an argument and to prevent an exchange of vulgar words.

 £ A fruitful dialogue requires a leader to direct it lest it became a sample 
for chaos.

 £ Care must be taken not to discuss more than a single topic at a sitting, 
and the duration must not exceed half an hour, especially if there are 
children under twelve involved.
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P eople are like closed boxes whose keys are their tongues. There’s 
an old Arab saying, “Talk and you will have introduced yourself.”  
When we talk or engage in a dialogue, we express the feelings, 

values, manners, and concepts that we believe in and which make up our 
personality. And in spite of the great advancement that we witness in the 
area of technology today, we find much deficiency in the area of morals 
and smoothness of family and human relationships generally.

Velvet dialogue or smooth dialogue is a new terminology 
referring to a kind of dialogue involving the use of politeness, 
gentleness, refinement in discussing with members of a family, 
quite unlike the traditional kind of dialogue that we inherited 
where people express themselves in a raw fashion devoid of any 
finesse, without concern for the feelings of other parties in the 
dialogue or what would be their reaction.

The truth is that at our places of work, or when we are visiting our 
friends, we can feign the polite attitudes of calmness, courteousness, and 
being good listeners when others talk; that is because we only talk outside 
the home for brief periods. Being able to maintain these same qualities at 
home would certainly mean that our personalities and our families have 
both reached a high state of refinement as it is very difficult to feign them 
for a whole day in the home environment. 

I therefore hope that by taking care to observe the elements of a 
polished dialogue in our conduct, we will be able to improve the Muslim 
family and its members, as using proper methods of communicating with 
people and listening to them will over time, certainly influence positively 
those who employ them. In this way, grace, tenderness, and finesse would 
become a part of us.

Perhaps I should highlight the two points that help to improve family 
discussions to the point of a refined dialogue:
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WE SHOULD BE MORE CONCERNED ABOUT 
PRESERVING GOOD MUTUAL FEELINGS ABOVE ALL 
OTHER THINGS:

No doubt that the very idea of a dialogue suggests that the parties involved 
have some differences, where there is none, it would be more appropriate 
to refer to what happens between them as communicating and reaching 
out.

In a polished dialogue, family members would be seeking a way round 
some disagreement among them in order to arrive at a common view or 
unified decision; but this must not be made the prime objective, rather, 
they should first aim at good communication of feelings, integration of 
ideas, and strengthening of family bonds. 

This should form the canopy under which they seek to achieve a 
dialogue, as it is this that will make for mutual satisfaction, tolerance, 
and broad-mindedness; so well that it would seem as if no difference ever 
existed among them. And so many are those situations in which we ought 
to focus the attention of family members more on establishing a close 
rapport than anything else, among these are:

1.  Whoever seeks a smooth dialogue must understand whatever is 
needed to stimulate good feelings in his counterpart. Some kind of talk 
gladdens the heart, some stirs concern, and yet a third kind causes anger 
and doubts. And since humans share many natures, we can understand 
the feelings of the people we are having dialogue with by simply putting 
ourselves in their places.

Consider the example of a boy in the intermediate school who gladly tells 
his brother, “I’ve got some good news for you! I came third in my class.” 
The brother answers, “That’s great! But how did you manage your problem 
with geography?” The boy explains, “Our geography master gave me a 
task and promised to raise my marks in the previous exam if I did well. I 
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did, he fulfilled his promise and that was the end of the problem.” “That’s 
amazing,” replies the brother. Then he walks up to him and promises with 
an embrace, “We’ll celebrate it this evening at my expense.”

Everyone likes this approach to dialogue and feels comfortable with 
it. Imagine how it would feel for the other brother to have replied the 
schoolboy with something like, “Of course your classmates are lazy, and 
anyone could have clinched the third position from them, even the first.” 
Or what if he had said, “Your teachers aren’t strict enough. With teachers 
like ours, even an ordinary pass would have been difficult for you.”

This other kind of approach to dialogue hurts feelings. It could even 
make the boy doubt his brother’s love for him, making him wonder if his 
brother is not jealous of him and that this must be behind his brother’s 
refusal to acknowledge his achievement. And unfortunately, many are the 
families who use this wrong approach.

2.  Being careful about feelings also makes it necessary that we try to 
understand the prevailing sentiments in the particular circumstance of 
the dialogue: Take the case of an eighteen-year-old who got a marriage 
proposal from a young man that appeals to her but is rejected by her family. 
Bent on having her way after failing to persuade her family members to 
like him, she went on and had the marriage proposal reluctantly accepted 
by the family after about a month. 

Then one day, after spending the entire night in sorrow, concern, and 
apprehension regarding the forthcoming marriage, she changed her mind. 
Walking up to her mother, she sat next to her with teary eyes to announce 
her new decision.

The mother, who understood very well the elements of smooth dialogue, 
realised the moment was not right for apportioning blames for her 
daughter’s earlier decision, nor was it proper for wanting to know why 
the change of mind. She knew that compassion and support was what 
her daughter needed most at that moment, so she just held her tightly to 
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her chest, comforting her and stroking her head, saying, “Don’t worry my 
dear girl. This is much better than having to end the marriage after a year 
or two in his house. You’re still young, and Allah willing, someone better 
will soon come your way.”

Note that the mother said all this despite not having agreed with her 
daughter’s choice earlier; but she realised wisely that standing by her girl 
to comfort her was more important now than starting any dialogue or 
investigation into why she changed her mind. The time for that and other 
discussions would come after she had absorbed the pain of the separation.

Caring for the feelings of others when they dialogue with us 
requires that we be honourable and magnanimous in approach: 
This will encourage them to talk to us and express their thoughts.

This magnanimity should manifest in the form of making them feel that 
we are keenly interested in what they are telling us, such that when we 
hear something good from them, we do not fail to interject with some 
praise.

A boy sits with his father discussing a long school excursion that involved 
his teachers and school mates. The father expresses his views about the 
boy’s evaluation of the conduct of some of his teachers, and what the boy 
had seen of the traditions of the land they had visited. As the boy spoke, 
he interjected with words like, “Fine.” “Excellent.” “That’s great.” “As 
beautiful as Allah pleased.” “Interesting.” “Wonderful!” Just as he nodded 
his agreement occasionally to show that he was following the story keenly, 
and when he heard something disagreeable, his facial expression showed 
that. Occasionally, the boy too asked him, “What do you feel, Dad?” 

Certainly, this degree of keen response and interaction helps a dialogue to 
continue; it helps whoever is talking to bare more and more of his mind.

Some people wear a stupid, grim, blank look when you discuss with 
them, making you feel as if you were talking to a statue or a dummy. 
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This is worrisome as it feels the one talking with a premonition that an 
unpleasant surprise awaits him from his listener. 

Perhaps we need to know that 70- 80% of feelings and emotions 
are expressed without the use of actual words: by the head and 
hands movements, facial expressions, and the posture of the 
person who is talking.

This is why when we dialogue, a face-to-face posture is more beneficial 
and conveys more meaning than the words themselves. To emphasize the 
importance of eye contact in a dialogue, an old saying has it that, “The 
eyes are the conveyors when we talk.”

The truth is that eye contact links the sub-conscious minds of two people 
when they talk, though this is often overlooked.  A father engages his son 
in a debate on his intended course of study in the university, but rather 
than look at the boy, he fixes his eyes on the mother as if seeking her 
support over him. There is some disregard for the son in this act.

A lot of adolescents complain that their parents do not credit them with 
any wisdom at all, and so a dialogue with the father in particular would 
amount to hardly more than a mere session of receiving instructions, 
admonition and reproof, plus many firm instructions regarding study, 
friends, and management of free time. And although, adolescents lack 
sound wisdom regarding many things truly, just as they tend towards 

EYE CONTACT links the sub-conscious 
minds of two people when they TALK
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exaggeration in many matters, they are not always far removed from reality. 
This fact has destroyed the relationship between many parents and their 
children by creating a wedge in the form of an attitude of indifference in 
them.

A master of smooth dialogue reduces admonitions and strict instructions 
to the barest possible out of concern for the feelings of the partner, be it 
a husband, a wife or the children. Instead, he would seek to guide them 
by discussing his personal experiences and those of others after creating 
proper relevance for that.

If he needs to educate them on the need to take good care of their time, 
for example, he may choose the right time and ask one of the children to 
talk about one of the great men of the nation’s history. The mother may 
then add wisely at the end of the narration of the hero’s sterling qualities, 
“Well I think that the credit in the achievements of this great man goes to 
his determination and wise use of his time. And in my humble estimation, 
there is no great man that I know of or have ever read about who does not 
manage his time well.” The father or the elder brother may then contribute 
at this point by asking, “What do you think, and who can suggest three 
good ways of managing one’s time well?” 

This means that the mature members of the family should know what 
needs to be said, and then seek the right time to do so.

3.  Caring for feelings should not be understood as merely tolerating them; 
it rather means enlivening them as well. Whether the sitting is between 
the two parents, or between them and the children, or one involving only 
the children, the fact remains the same that it should be spiced with some 
joy and humour; for just as knowledge feeds the brain, good humour 
nourishes the soul. In fact, studies have shown that a particular hormone 
called dopamine, which the body secretes at times of joy and laughter, 
is especially responsible for the preservation of certain parts of the brain 
from going bad. It protects the brain from senility and makes it active; and 
the more of it is secreted, the more active the brain is.
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We can see from this that a dialogue cannot be smooth, and the spirits 
of participants in it cannot be lively without creating an atmosphere full 
of cheerfulness, good humour, and harmless jokes which neither offend 
Allah nor the sensibilities of others.

In a particular family, the parents devised a very ingenuous way of adding 
humour to the family dialogue. The children took turns in opening the 
sittings with short funny stories that made everyone want to laugh out 
their hearts. So marvelous was the result it produced that little members 
of the family constantly looked forward to the sittings and asked when the 
next one would be. And if any sitting was held without these preliminary 
jokes, gloom would be evident on their faces.

In another family, the two parents agreed with the grandmother to pass 
useful messages to the children through very interesting anecdotes. Then 
she would ask after the story, “Who among you will tell me a lesson he has 
gained from this story?” And interestingly, it was found that quite often, 
the very one who needed the message most among the children would be 
the one offering to explain its lessons, just as if saying: I got the message.

In yet another family, one of the children who is blessed with a great 
sense of humour and who knows many funny stories was always waiting 

Add HUMOUR to the FAMILY DIALOGUE 
to create CHEERFUL ATMOSPHERE
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for the right moment: Once he sensed that voices were rising and it was 
becoming more of an argument, he would shout everybody down in a 
stern voice feigning seriousness. Some rib-cracking story would follow, 
making everyone laugh thoroughly and realizing afterwards that things 
ought to be simpler than allowing them to degenerate, to the point of 
anger and squabbles.

In smiling too, which the Prophet () recommends as a charitable act, 
there is actually the benefit of double charity: It is a gift to oneself as it 
frees the soul from gloom, then to others as it brightens up their hearts 
when we smile at them.

4.  In smooth dialogue, there should be deliberate effort not to hurt the 
feelings of any member of the family by making harsh criticisms, hurtful 
talk, or some other behavior. A dialogue is not meant to be a ground for 
reproaching, punishing, revenging, or vilifying people. It is rather one for 
establishing links, and deepening the noble feelings that members of the 
family share, while trying to crystallize some commonly held ideas.

It can be said that most people experience a natural pull inside them to 
force others into an awkward position, and perhaps the first experience of 
this that a two year-old may have to bear from adults is when they ask him 
in the presence of both his parents, “Who do you love most; your father 
or your mother?” A typical response is for the child to look into the face 
of his father, then his mother – as if granting himself respite to wriggle 
out of the difficulty. Mostly, the child would help himself out of the 
awkwardness by ignoring the question and keeping silent or sometimes 

SMILE
it's sunnah
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by saying something like, “I love Mummy and Daddy and Grandma and 
….”

But when children attain the stage of adolescence, their challenges 
become more complex and parents seek to understand them by asking 
more definite questions, i.e. questions whose answers do not need an 
explanation and which must be answered, e.g. “Tell me, did that happen 
or not?” “Yes or no?” And so on.

In a smooth dialogue, refined manners guide the situation such that even 
when questions are posed by elders or young ones, they are open to choices 
of how to answer them: A father asks a mother, for example, “Why do 
the neighbours feel uneasy with us? I wonder.” She replies, “Things are 
normal, I notice that they just don’t like mixing with their neighbours, 
unlike what I had thought.” And the matter ends there; even though the 
father knows well that the gap that exists between them and his family was 
caused by some misunderstanding between his wife and the neighbor’s.

Insisting on too much detail during a dialogue is one of the causes of 
difficulty for many people; and so, being magnanimous and overlooking 
sensitive details in some matters is a noble quality that we learn from the 
Messenger () as reported by the Qur’an: 

“And (remember) when the Prophet () disclosed a matter in confidence to one of 
his wives (Hafsah), so when she told it (to another i.e. 'Aishah), and Allah made it 
known to him, he informed part thereof and left a part. 
   (At-Tahrim:3)

The Prophet () had confided something in Hafsah (), and asked 
her to keep it to herself, but she failed to do so and told it to ‘Aishah; 
so he reproached her by revealing part of what she had divulged and  
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withholding the other part. This is why Hasan al-Basri is reported to  
have said, “No man of honour insists on details in all affairs.”

In a smooth dialogue, every participant must avoid criticisms of the type 
that would injure feelings or stir hateful emotions. Some criticisms actually 
aim too deeply at the core of matters and end up causing great harm. One 
thing that is common with many families is making negative assessment 
of their members, young or old: During a family sitting, the conversation 
may get to a lie that one of the children had told sometime in the past, 
then one of them would remark, “Lying has become a habit in you.” 

The mother adds hers by reminding them of how many times he had 
lied before. The father then caps it by delivering a ‘sermon’ on the evils of 
lying. It is precisely this attitude we adopt with youths that makes them 
averse to sitting with elders in the family and pushes them into the streets, 
and into the waiting hands of bad friends.

Old and young people alike dislike criticisms directed at their 
persons, while they can tolerate those directed at their deeds as 
milder: It is easier for them to bear it when someone says, “This 
is a lie,” in response to something they have said, than when the 
same person says, “You are a liar.”

In a smooth dialogue, attention is turned away totally from the particular 
incident in which one of the children ever lied; instead, the parents hold 
a special session with him in which they address the matter accordingly. 
In a family, a girl of 23 rejects the marriage proposal of a young man and 
the issue came to be mentioned in one of the sittings, then another girl 
says to her, “This is an opportunity for you, and you had better seized it.” 

A third girl agrees with her and even adds “… or do you also want to 
remain a chronic spinster like so and so?” The mother too did not make 
it easier on the culprit as she added, “Your dad and I have advanced in 
age, and we want to be reassured by seeing you do well in marriage before 
death comes calling.”
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No doubt, this discussion was very harmful to the girl as it carried basically 
the message of blame from the members of her family with little regard 
for her own opinion. In a respectable family, and in an advanced form of 
dialogue, the issue would be discussed quite differently by considering 
what the attributes of the suitor are, and how compatible he is with their 
girl, but the final decision would be left for her to take. She would even 
choose the time that the discussion would please her.

THE NEED FOR ELEGANCE IN SPEECH:

Elegance in speech is often an indicator of an elegant mind, and those 
given to harshness in speech are usually not sufficiently refined in 
nature. These days, both young and old people expect more tenderness, 
transparency, and wittiness in talking to them, and this is due to the 
cultural and technological advancements of today; so let me point to a 
few things in this regard:

1.  Smoothness of dialogue relies principally on elegance in speech as its 
backbone; it makes it possible to discuss the most complex of matters and 
with it, it is possible to treat even the most delicate issues with no harm to 
anyone.

Loading verbal expressions with beauty, virtuousness, and imagery is a 
way well known with the Qur’an and the Prophet (.). Or what could be 
tenderer than this expression, 

❝ It has been made permissible for you the night preceding fasting to go to your 
wives [for sexual relations]. They are clothing for you and you are clothing for 
them. ❞  (Al-Baqarah: 187)

In a marriage, each of the husband and the wife is to the other like a 
garment worn around him or her for protection, to cover their shame 
and enjoy closeness to their body as nothing else is privileged to do. And 

...
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in no other human relationship can these three attributes of the marital 
relationship be found; so adequate therefore is that expression as an  
elegant way of describing this fact with uniqueness and style. 

Inviting Muslims to elegance in speech, the Prophet () is reported to 
have said, 

“A good utterance is an act of charity.”    (Al-Bukhari) 

This means an utterance devoid of harm, and which is pleasing to the 
ears. He also forbade us to use certain words because of the vulgarity that 
they convey, or because they attribute lowliness of some kind to someone. 
Among these is his saying, 

“None of you should ever say ‘my soul has become evil.’ He should say instead ‘my 
soul is in bad shape.’”  (Al-Bukhari and Muslim) 

Although the two expressions, ‘being evil’ and ‘being in bad shape’, convey 
similar meanings, he disliked the former because the latter is milder. In a 
similar vein, he said, 

“None of you should say ‘my slave’ or ‘my female slave’, you all are slaves of Allah 
and all your women are female slaves of Allah. Let one of you say instead ‘my boy’ 
and ‘my girl.’”    (Muslim)

Certainly, what the Prophet () seeks to do is to raise the sensitivity of 
the Muslim to vulgarity in speech and expressions that sound evil to the 
ears. And all of this is an attempt to raise the general standard of Muslim 
speech.

2.  In a dialogue, the degree of polish that anyone possesses is known from 
his comments on the happenings and conducts of people in the dialogue.  
A mother in a family sitting condemns the widespread laxity of youths 
and says it used not to be so in the past, then one of her sons cuts in, 
“Yes Mummy, but there used to be a lot of scandalous behavior that was 
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concealed because the society then frowned on them.” She replied him by 
saying, “I acknowledge your right to defend youths of your generation, 
but don’t you think it’s more proper to allow each person a fair chance to 
fully express his opinion before we respond?”

A father talks about the importance of perseverance to succeed in life. He 
realizes afterwards that the little ones among his children did not quite 
comprehend that and so rather than say, “I’m quite sure some of you 
didn’t understand me.” He said, “Before we end this sitting, I’ve some 
feeling that I wasn’t clear enough in my explanation, so will you explain to 
me what you think I’ve said?”

A boy explodes in anger at every member of his family because he thinks 
they have united against his choice of a particular friend. Everyone present 
feels the boy has lost self-control and looks at the father expecting him to 
intervene; from the look on his face, they knew he was set to do something, 
but what?

 £ He looks on while the boy delivers his full tirade, as if giving him the 
chance to relief himself of his nervous strain; but when he began to 
repeat again and again what he had said angrily before, the father cut 
in by saying, “I think your message has been fully delivered.”

 £ The father said next, “Of course we do not think that you disagree 
with us in everything we have said here. I therefore hope that you will 
pinpoint precisely where you agree with us and where you disagree.” 
The boy had no choice but to behave.

 £ He added, “You say your friend is a good fellow. Will you explain that 
more, so that you can convince us?”

 £ After the boy’s explanation, his father told him, “I think I need a 
special sitting with you to explain some things that I do not think 
would be proper to say here now. The boy agreed and everyone rose 
to dinner afterwards.”
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3.  In a smooth dialogue, the one who has linguistic finesse uses a lot 
of soothing words, and expressions that make ready excuses and obviate 
the need for sharp criticisms and observations. He enriches his mastery 
of words conveying apology so that the atmosphere does not become 
gloomily charged and repulsive. A girl fails to contact or even ask after her 
aunt who had been seriously ill. She gets criticized by her siblings for her 
oversight in a matter of this importance; so what does the mother say?

“We all know how important it is to visit the sick and comfort them, 
especially if they happen to be someone so close like an aunt, who is very 
much like a mother as you all know. And I think the reason so and so did 
not visit her aunt was her preoccupation with the exams she was doing 
then. Besides, I’m not sure that anyone even mentioned this to her. And 
it’s clear now that she will not only call her aunt but will go and visit her so 
she can help her with some things. Is that right my girl?” She replied, “Yes. 
As a matter of fact, I knew she was ill but thought it was just some slight 
illness, otherwise, nothing would have prevented me from visiting her.”

In another Muslim family meeting, a girl accused a brother for lying to 
her when she said that her father had given her an expensive gift of a 
wrist-watch for doing well in her exams. When the matter was brought 
before the father, he said, “I do not want to say yet whether or not I gave 
her the gift; but let me ask you this. Are there other expressions that could 
have been used in place of the words ‘lied’, ‘liar’, ‘fabricated’, etc?” And 
after some deep thought and deliberation, they all agreed the following 
expressions would have been better to use:

 £ “This contradicts the reality.”

 £ “This is contrary to the truth.”

 £ “Your claim needs to be verified further.”

 £ “If you think a little more deeply, I think you will realise that this 
never happened.”
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 £ “What I know is different from the story you tell.”

 £ “Perhaps you know something we all are not aware of.”

Finesse in speech relies basically on the principle that “It is not 
so much what you say that matters as how you say it.” We should 
maintain the substance of our thoughts, but apply tenderness 
to the wording and protect feelings; and by the way, nothing 
calls for celebration in a father’s victory over his children in a 
contest of words.

POINTS TO REMEMBER:

 £ When we talk in a dialogue, we exhibit clearly the concepts, values, 
etiquette, and finesse that we have.

 £ The constant concept under which all family dialogues and 
negotiations should be held is the need to strengthen family bond.

 £ When young ones complain to elders, they may not necessarily need 
solutions to their problems as they need to be sincerely comforted 
and supported.

 £ Our interaction with our dialogue partner is a kind of generous 
concession as it encourages him to say his mind to us.

 £ Adolescents complain that most of their dialogues with parents are 
more of admonition and instruction sessions.

 £ It is always important to enliven the spirit at family gatherings.

 £ The key elements on which a smooth dialogue depends are finesse, 
concern for the feelings of others, and tenderness.
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 £ A polite and polished attitude marks the backbone of a smooth 
dialogue.

 £ Quite often, what is more important than the substance of what we 
say is how we say it.
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O ne cannot but feel glad at this new-found awareness that is 
growing among couples, concerning the kind of relationship 
that ought to exist between husband and wife.

Many have begun to realise these days that the ones who can bring 
them the most amount of joy are those people who closest to them; just as 
they also are the ones who can cause them the most misery and hurt. And 
nobody is closer to a woman than her husband, just as he too is the closest 
individual to her. And what could be more beautiful in expressing this fact 
than the words of the Qur’an that say, 

❝ And among His Signs is this, that He created for you wives from among 
yourselves, that you may find repose in them, and He has put between you affection 
and mercy. Verily, in that are indeed signs for a people who reflect. ❞ 

(Ar-Rum: 21)

What ought to be the basis of the relationship between a married 
couple is communication, tranquility, reassurance, and mercy for each 
other; marriage becomes pale in colour, empty of substance when these 
weaken or cannot be found in it. It fast becomes a burden and source of 
accumulated worries. And studies have proven that most of all, the lack 
of communication in marriages accounts primarily for marital worries, 
separation, and eventual divorce.

There is a large percentage of husbands and wives who look at their 
marital life as a real predicament; yet they would not opt out of it because 
of the children, or to keep tongues from wagging. When things get this 
bad, it means that the marriage has lost its basic inner purpose and only 
remains for extraneous reasons. But the good news came in one survey, 
when all husbands and wives that featured in it recognized communication 
as fundamental to their happiness and crucial for overcoming the problems 
between them.
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It appears however, that the real problem stems from the inability 
of couples to understand the natures of their spouses, their needs and 
aspirations, which often make dialogues futile, and their futility in turn 
logically lessens their frequency. This is because once dialogue becomes 
associated with estrangement and compounding problems in the brain 
of both or either of them, holding it is not going to be contemplated, let 
alone be considered satisfactory.

A question that poses itself here is what justification do we have for 
talking about dialogue between couples, having talked so exhaustively 
about dialogue among members of an entire family in the foregone 
chapters? The answer is that what is crucial to dialogue between couples 
may not necessarily be so in the case of family dialogue. Conversely, what 
poses a problem in the dialogue between couples may be quite acceptable 
in family dialogue. 

However, we can say that a lot of what we talked about as forming 
the rules and etiquette to be observed in family dialogue apply to all 
instances of negotiation and debate. And I am going to focus here on 
what I think will help couples to achieve a good and successful dialogue 
of type we want, so that they can discharge effectively their responsibility 
of upbringing towards their children, and in order that they may live a 
fulfilled life, full of happiness, and mutual understanding.
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DIALOGUE IS NOT JUST A MEANS BUT AN OBJECTIVE 
IN ITSELF

I mentioned before that dialogue takes place only when there is some 
disagreement between two or more people, otherwise it would be mere 
conversation and chatting; but the nature of the relationship between a 
couple, differences in their inner build, and in their understanding of 
matters, all these combine to make dialogue between them a desired goal 
in itself regardless of whether or not there is a conflict.

A study has shown that a woman utters an average of thirteen 
thousand words per day, when a man utters an average of eight thousand, 
an indication that women are more naturally disposed to talking. A man 
works mostly outside the home. This makes a woman expect him to be 
more experienced, better informed, and richer in what to say than herself. 
In addition to this, a woman feels more secure when her husband talks 
with her, exhibiting the philosophy of Socrates who said, “Talk and let 
me see you.”

From his talking, a woman can be sure of her husband’s wellbeing; 
that he is not nursing any serious problems related to his work or the 
family source of livelihood, or even harbouring any ill-feelings towards 
her.

For all of this, a woman believes that a man has the duty to talk, to 
create a subject for conversation and chatting; which is also the reason 
some men are accused by their wives of being too quiet, or deficient in 
prompting conversation with them. And forgetting whether this is right or 
wrong, we do assert that a man should bear the responsibility for making 
communication happen in his marriage, just as we expect him to provide 
upkeep and accommodation.

From this perspective, it is not right for any man to say that because 
things are normal between him and his wife, and the understanding is 
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perfect, he therefore cannot see a reason to dialogue; or to say that there 
is too much preoccupation and insufficiency of time, and even if dialogue 
were to be held, it would only lead to them repeating the same thing over 
and over again, so nothing calls for the dialogue.

Dialogue between couples is the umbilical cord that nourishes 
marital happiness. It is important not only for solving marital 
problems but for preventing them too.

It is clear that women hate stagnancy in marital life, and want to see 
it bubbling with activity, connecting to people, taking and giving, and 
dialogue. And if a woman feels that something of these is of a standard 
lower than she desires, she would be too ready to create some kind of 
problem, just to re-inject liveliness into the relationship.

As far as a woman is concerned, dialogue with her is like an  
affectionate touch, which she ever expects from her husband. To her,  
what matters is that they get talking, spending time together, complaining 
problems to each other, and seeking each other advice on worrisome 
matters.

The history of the Prophet’s life is full of stories of conversations, 
intimacy, instances of spending time together – and sometimes, dialogues 
- between him and his wives (). Among these is a story narrated by 
lady ‘Aishah () that eleven women once sat together and all pledged 
not to hide anything of their husbands’ stories (how they treated their 
wives). Each described her husband very eloquently and the last of them 
to do so was Ummu Zar’. She praised him so well that her words could 
not be surpassed. And when ‘Aishah ()  had finished telling this story, 
the Prophet () asked her, “Have I been to you as Abu Zar’ is to Ummu 
Zar’?”  She replied, “Oh Messenger of Allah, you are better than Abu 
Zar’.”

In his book, Imam Al-Bukhari put this hadith in the chapter on good 
cohabitation with one’s wife. Al-Bukhari also reported that ‘Aishah ()
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said the Prophet () once told her, “I know when you are pleased with 
me and when you are angry.”

She said, “I asked him how he knew that and he replied, ‘When you 
are pleased with me you say, ‘No, by the Lord of Muhammad,’ but when 
you’re angry you say, ‘No, by the Lord of Ibrahim.’”

She said, “I said true oh Prophet of Allah, I only want to avoid your 
name.”

If we remember that the age difference between the Prophet () and 
‘Aishah () was more than forty, and that he is the noblest of Allah’s 
creation, we can then appreciate better the beauty of this interaction 
and the lesson in it of tenderness, compassion, care, and humility. He is 
certainly the best teacher the world ever had.

A survey once revealed that 59% of husbands believed that their wives 
possessed great amounts of experience related to matters about which 
they would need advice, against 84% of women who felt likewise about 
their husbands. And on their jobs, 76% of women mentioned that they 
actually benefitted from their husband’s experience in matters requiring 
their decision, against 47% of men who did so.

What this means is that women trust more in the benefit of a dialogue 
with a husband than men trust in the benefit of a dialogue with a wife. 
This is evident, but in reality, it is women more than men who are more 
averse to dialogue and who try to avoid it. And this contradiction needs 
to be looked into carefully by women and to be treated.
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I can say that it is difficult to separate between the times for dialogue, 
conversation, and leisurely chatting in the life of a married couple. 
Their closeness to each other and the fact that each of them is to the 

other the main source of companionship, delight, protection, and care 
makes it rather difficult and disliked to seek to regulate their relationship. 
We can however say that the success of dialogue between a couple, 
and their ability to benefit from their leisure time and surmount their 
challenges together will require two basic things: 

Firstly, identifying the main goal of the communication that they seek to 
establish between them, whatever it is for. 

Secondly, planning their dialogue and managing it well so that it can be 
continues and result-oriented.

As to identifying the goal of communication, I think that the basic 
goal of any kind of relationship between them should be to foster their 
connection. The connection between two brains, two souls, two hearts, 
two different positions, two interests, and two views of life generally, as 
well as future of the family in particular.

An improved relationship between a couple will lead to 
an improvement of the general family environment, and 
consequently there will be better understanding of each others’ 
needs and desires, which eventually makes for a  good family 
atmosphere full of mutual confidence and trust.

When this is the case, a lot of problems will disappear naturally leaving 
only mild ones that can be resolved easily or at worst can be coped with.
The failure to appreciate this has made the discussions and sittings of 
many families as occasions for alienation, complaints, grumbling, and 
insults; often followed by regrets for having said so much.

A husband is primarily responsible for strengthening the relationship 
between him and his wife. His wife expects from his caring glances 
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multiples of he expects from her. She also thinks that he should understand 
her better; and whether this is logical or not, she expects him to meet 
those expectations by whatever means.

When it comes to planning communication between couples, I have the 
following points to make:

1.  The time chosen for dialogue should always be agreed upon by all. 
There should not be something like, “Look, there’s something important 
to talk about now, please suspend whatever you’re doing.” Or, “I want to 
talk to you right away, and I think what I have to say is more important 
than you answering phone calls now.”

This would be improper because each of them is bound to come for the 
sitting hoping it ends as soon as it has started; not holding a dialogue at 
all would be better than this. But how good it would be to say, “When are 
we having coffee? There’s something to talk about. An hour from now?” 
We must not forget that the golden rule for sustaining all relationships is 
to always try to attract rather than compel others. It is when such mutual 
attraction exists that dialogue can be fruitful rather than when sittings are 
held in response to pressure or coercion.

2.  When couples sit to discuss a matter or to solve a problem, it is 
important that they give themselves enough time for that, such that they 
would not be putting aside half an hour for a discussion that requires a full 
hour; the pressure for time can make them interrupt each other during 
discussion, and it can lead to them making hasty, unwise decisions that 
may further widen the gap between them. Therefore, dialogues must be 
held when there is enough time for them, and the brain is relaxed for it.

3.  The relationship between a married couple is very complex. It is deep 
and intimate, spontaneous and easy; but at the same time, it is delicate, 
intricate, superficial, and yet sensitive. Its success depends on the ability to 
balance many not-readily-apparent factors. This is why it requires special 
management. Generally, it needs more of honourable character than 
intellectual intelligence or abundance of knowledge.
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A husband and his wife are supposed to be the closest of any two people 
on earth, yet, due allowance must be made for each of them to exercise 
his or her individualism in all respects. For example, a woman may not 
like her husband to talk about the disagreement between her parents. A 
husband may have some personal dislike for sitting at the dining table. A 
wife may hate particular dishes. All these are examples of peculiarities that 
must be respected and accommodated.

Dialogue is a human relationship in which people influence one 
another. It is to be expected therefore that at the end of a successful 
dialogue, there would be some shift in views and positions held before 
the dialogue; this must not be seen as some kind of defeat or deficiency 
in thought. And may Allah be merciful with Imam ash-Shafi’i who said, 
“Our opinion is the correct one but with the probability of being wrong; 
and the opinion of our adversaries is the wrong one with the probability 
of being correct.”  He also said, “By Allah, I never debated with anyone 
except that I pray that Allah make the truth manifest on my tongue or 
his.”

When someone wins in a dialogue, he or she should lessen the pain 
of defeat on the other by saying soothing words like, “Oh this point had 
escaped my memory too.” Or, “I once thought so too, until I realised 
the mistake.” One must not forget that the primary focus is to foster the 
relationship above all other considerations.

Part of the care for the relationship with one’s spouse is to avoid 
statements that degrade or humiliate the other party. 

Never say to your wife something like, “If I hadn’t come your way, you 
would still be a spinster in your parent’s house by now.” Or to your 
husband something like, “My parents only accepted your proposal to 
me out of pity for you. A thousand other men would have considered 
themselves lucky to have me for a wife.”  

No man should say to his woman, “Your son, so and so, appears to be 
going to become a rogue in the future after he has been influenced by your 
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brother so and so.” Nor should any woman say to her husband, “Your 
daughter so and so is a failure in her education just like your sisters.” Such 
statements destroy the marital relationship and reduce it to a mere shadow 
of what it ought to be.

There are a number of instances when a firm “No!” is necessary:

 £ When a sitting for dialogue is turned into an opportunity for making 
requests. There are lots of people who think that when their spouse 
asks for a dialogue with a tender appeal, he or she would turn it into 
an opportunity to put forward a demand for money, or pardon for 
a guilty family member or some other request; of course this may 
happen occasionally but it must not be allowed to become a habit.

 £ We must say “No!” to blackmail, like saying, “If you don’t allow us to 
sit down and discuss so and so, then I’m gone to my parents’ house.”

“If you don’t tell me what happened while I was away, then you’ll never 
see anything good from me.” This is objectionable because it weakens 
the bond between husband and wife while we seek to strengthen it.

 £ There should be no sighing or murmuring out of dissatisfaction while 
the discussion is going on as this gives the other party the impression 
that the discussion is not beneficial and no longer tolerable.

 £ There should be no pessimistic statements that tend to destroy the 
dreams and aspirations of others.  A man says, “I long to see my 
boys all become great and respectable men.” His pessimistic wife 
answers, “Be realistic and stop day dreaming. Your son so and so only 
managed to finish his secondary education, and your daughter doesn’t 
even want to go to the junior secondary school because she hates 
education. How wild your dreams can get!” This is improper and it 
will only drive the husband into silence. It would be better for the 
wife to say, “Oh yes. I dream like you, but how can we help them be 
what we dream for them?
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 £ It must not be encouraged that either party adopts a defeatist attitude, 
pulling out of family dialogue in the name of preserving ‘family 
tranquility’, or to allow the nerves of the other partner to cool. Some 
people feel defeated or stressed in a dialogue and all they do next is 
get up from the sitting abruptly, announcing that they do so only as 
sacrifice to avoid hurting the other party. Little do they know that 
their very action is what hurts and worsens the situation.

However much we discuss the agreement between men and women, and 
how similarity of education and religious creed brings views closer, the 
truth is that there is a great difference in the bodily, psychological, and 
mental composition of men and women. This naturally leads to differences 
of roles and duties, aspirations and expectations, and even in knowledge 
and experience. When both of them come together as a single family, their 
differences are bound to clash; different tastes, desires, opinions, interests, 
and criteria. 

A couple must see these differences as a potential source of trial 
until they both learn to manage and reconcile them well with each 
one accommodating the other, even if he is not completely convinced 
of his view of things, and until it becomes clear what amount of piety, 
abstinence, politeness, good manners, and understanding they both have 
that would help in managing those differences.

Differences between couples can destroy family life as it often 
happens, but it can also enrich family life with a feeling of 
complementary cooperation and, working on the principle that 
says, we differ to cooperate. 

Perhaps I should point out some of these differences:

1.  Clearly, the need of a woman for a dialogue with her husband is 
generally less than the need of a man for a dialogue with his wife; it 
therefore does not occur to a man that when his wife calls him for a 
discussion, she partly wants to fulfill her natural longing for compassion, 
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to have a conversation and to be listened to. A man would often ask what 
the intended dialogue is to be for, how much time would be needed for 
it, and what is it likely to result in. He asks about what would be the 
circumstances of the dialogue in much the same way that representatives 
of two trading companies would do before holding a dialogue prior to a 
business deal.

A woman in her state of lack of awareness does not seek to have drastic 
solutions to problems, or to have issues treated with firm logic; she does 
not even bother much about the goals of a dialogue or its outcome. And 
this is the most important reason for dialogue failure between couples. 

Since understanding a problem is the first step towards solving 
it, a couple must make allowance for each other and tread the 
path of agreement.

Let the woman say to her husband for example, “I want us to discuss for 
some thirty minutes the frequent nature of our son’s outing, so and so; I 
think I have some beneficial ideas to suggest regarding this.” And let the 
man expect the sitting to drag longer than she has requested, knowing the 
nature of women. Let him expect as well that there will actually be more 
than a single topic, and expect too that his wife may actually have just 
one single idea rather than the ‘ideas’ that she had said. Let the man bear 
all this with great patience for this is what every man in every part of the 
world bears.

2.  When a man faces challenges outside his home, say at his place of 
work or with certain people, it is in a man’s nature to keep it from his 
family because he knows that they cannot be of help, and he does not 
want to bother them. A man would tend to go into private thoughts about 
his problem and the solution to it away from the awareness of his family; 
but because of her love, nobility, and concern for her husband, a woman 
would know what is it that bothering her husband. She would want to 
offer suggestions to help him out of his problems. This kind nature is 
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however likely to meet with the husband’s rejection of her concern, and 
coldness towards her suggestions, and this adds to her worries.
What she should have done is to let him alone, offering him only 
psychological support, “I know you will soon overcome this problem, you 
have overcome worse ones before. In any case, let me know whenever you 
feel like eating with us, or you feel like having a cup of coffee, and if you 
want anything now, I will send it.”

For her part, when a woman has a challenge, she finds solace in talking 
about it with her husband, her children, or some of her friends. She 
feels that doing so helps her to subdue the frightful things she would 
have considered doing. A woman primarily does not seek solution to her 
problems with this action; but just someone to listen to her and comfort 
her. However, a man usually does not know this. Imagining her to be like 
himself, he leaves her to her problem, and this increases her displeasure 
with him and the feeling that he does not care about her, and is not 
dependable in times of trial. Certainly, this awareness of the differences 
of nature and expectations will help a great deal to move couples closer to 
understanding each other.

3.  It is clear that women exhibit a greater ability for talking and debating 
than men, she also has a greater ability to move in and out of the original 
subject of a discussion without losing track. Thinking that her man is 
like her, a woman can be observed interrupting her husband frequently 
when they are having a discussion as she does not see any problem in that. 
As a matter of fact, if after so many interruptions and digressions, she 
poses a question which she finds him too slow to answer, she would be 
surprised and would easily conclude that she has indeed confounded him. 
Sometimes she would think that his slowness in responding was in a bid 
to find some deceptive way out.

A man should train his wife to talk slowly, and to think about a word 
before uttering it. And they must learn never to boycott each other in the 
course of a discussion, especially when investigating important matters 
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and pressing problems which require calmness and concentration.

In a dialogue, a woman succumbs more to her sentiments, and this is why 
she makes judgments easily, concluding big issues in a matter of seconds; 
like asking for a divorce with the speed of lightening. A man is unlike her.

Men are expected to be more compassionate and to communicate 
more with their wives in their times of trial. A woman too should know 
that when her husband responds slowly during a dialogue and when 
taking a crucial decision, it is for their mutual benefit.

Certainly, taking pains to improve mutual understanding will help 
couples to overcome crises and difficulties. It will help to make family life 
calmer, safer, and more beautiful.

POINTS TO REMEMBER:

 £ Many studies show that the absence of dialogue in marital life is 
among the primary causes of distress and eventual divorce.

 £ Dialogue in a marriage is an end in itself, and the silence of a man 
disturbs his wife. A man should therefore form the habit of talking to 
his wife even when there is nothing serious to discuss.

 £ Dialogue protects marital life from a lot of problems and saves it from 
being stagnant and boring.

 £ The success of a dialogue between a couple requires that they first 
determine clearly the objective of the communication, then something 
of planning of that dialogue and connection.

 £ It is not proper to force either party to hold a dialogue when they are 
not ready for it; and if there is a problem, they should give themselves 
enough time to resolve it.
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 £ The relationship between a couple is very deep, yet it is very fragile 
and needs to be protected always.

 £ There should be no threats, nor exaggerated show of emotion, and 
the dialogue should not be made an occasion for presenting demands

 £ Couples should exercise patience when having a dialogue, and resist 
the urge to withdraw from it completely.

 £ Men and women are different creatures, and their success when 
holding dialogues, depends on the ability of each to understand the 
other.

This is all that I wish to say in this treatise, even though the subject 
demands that more be said. I have chosen to make it this brief to make 
it easy and light enough as an educational presentation. And to Allah be 
all praise.
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